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Introducing the Intercity Cooperation Team 

IURC
중국

IURC
북아메리카
(캐나다,미국)

Ms. LEE Su-jeong, Deputy Director of Intercity Cooperation
- Coordinating international relations and cooperation projects

*Five Continents (with a focus on 25 sister/friendship cities)

Mr. KIM Yun-jae, Official
- Responsible for Asia, Middle East and Africa

*EU IURC 

Ms. PARK Mee-sol, Korean-English Conference Interpreter 
- Korean-English translation and interpretation support for Intercity Cooperation Team 



Busan Metropolitan City - Introduction 
Busan, a bustling city of approximately 3.4 million residents, is located on the 
southeastern tip of the Korean peninsula. Busan spans 770.07km², only 0.8% 
of the whole Korean Peninsula landmass.



Busan is the second largest city in South Korea. 
Its deep harbor and gentle tides have allowed it to grow into the largest container 
handling port in the country and the fifth largest in the world. 
The city's natural endowments and rich history have resulted in Busan's increasing 
reputation as a world-class city for tourism and culture, and it is also becoming 
renowned as a hot spot destination for international conventions.

2030 Busan World Expo (North Port) OSIRIA Tourism Complex BEXCO Exhibition CenterⅢ

Busan Metropolitan City - Introduction 



Busan’s 

International Relations

Busan has Sister/Friendship City relations 
with 37 cities from 27 countries..

Sister Cities (26 cities from 23 countries)

Friendship Cities (11 cities from 6 countries)
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Sustainable energy-reliant city
which produces 100% of consumed
urban energy using renewable
energy sources.

Future Areas of Cooperation

A city with the fastest, most efficient
and eco-friendly urban mobility that
takes you to your destination with
minimal cost

A city which enables real-time
health management of its citizens
and offers state-of-the-art medical
experiences

Building a carbon neutral city with
smart parks and urban forests that
offer innovative technological
experiences



Expected Outcome

BUSAN EU IURC

Cooperation

SMART CITY GREEN CITY+

Bird’s-eye view of Eco Delta Smart City



Thank you


